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SECTION 59: ADAPTATIONS OF THE ROMAN ALPHABET (

Dutch and Afrikaans

Dutch is the oldest name for the language; the English word comes from Duutsc,

which ultimately derives from the Latin theodiscus, also the source for Deutsch 'Ger-

man'. Although Dutch is historically closely related to Low German, favorable eco-

nomic and cultural conditions helped entrench the language and prevent it from

yielding to the advance of High German, as Low German did. Afrikaans arose within

two generations after a seventeenth-century party of Dutch established a colony at the

Cape of Good Hope. The drastic modifications of the spoken language (e.g. loss of

inflections) probably were caused by the use of pidgin with non-European slaves. By

the third decade of the twentieth century, Afrikaans had supplanted Dutch as an offi-

cial language in South Africa.

Long vowels are "overlong" before -r. Single vowels in Dutch are short in closed

syllables and before double consonants. In closed syllables long vowels are doubled.

There are a few additional features that complicate the orthography and pronunciation

of Dutch. Written consonants are doubled in polysyllabic words after a short vowel:

pil [pil] 'pill', pillen ['pilsn] (pi.); bus [bys] 'bus', bussen ['byssn] (pi.). Written dou-

ble vowels are simplified in polysyllabic words but retain their length: laan [lain] 'av-

enue', lanen ['lainsn] (pi); boom [bo:m] 'tree', bomen ['boimsn] (pi.). Clusters of

consonants are entirely voiced or voiceless, with stops controlling spirants: hoofden

[Tioivdan] 'heads'; ijsbreker ['eiz.brekor] 'icebreaker'. In stop clusters, voicing dom-

inates, but in spirant clusters voicelessness is dominant: uitbreiden ['(Eyd.brektan] 'to

expand'; afzetten ['af.seton] 'to take off. At the end of a syllable d is unvoiced and

between vowels frequently disappears: oud [out] 'old', oude [budo] (masc); goede

['yuya] 'good'.

Sample of Dutch
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